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Hey, i'm sorry. Today's DIY is perfect if you haven't figured out what to do for Halloween! I was thinking cheap but smart Halloween costumes that would be really recognizable and I figured it out.... a DIY Sim Halloween costume! Let's start with DIY! What you will need: - A smooth headband for hair color - This template - Scissors - Tape or glue - Hot Glue - 3
meters long, strong (can hold a little weight without bending), thin wire Steps: 1. Print this template on green paper (OR, USE markers and color it in!) 2. Cut out both halves of the sim plumbob (in diamond-y shaped) of DOTTED lines. 3. Fold the solid lines of both sides of the plum bob and fold the sheets towards it 4. Glue or glue the ears to form both
halves of plumbob. 5. Strip or blue both sides of the plumbob together to create the ultimate plumbob. 6. Spot the tip of the plum bob with the long, strong, thin wire. 7. Use the hot glue to glue the wire in place (so it does not come out of the plumbob) 8. Wrap 5 inches of the wire (opposite end of the plumbob) around the headband. 9. Hot glue wire in place
(so it doesn't move/come off the headband). 10. Allow the headband to sit for one hour. You're ready! I hope you enjoyed this easy DIY Sim Halloween costume! Even though there are a lot of steps, it's seriously the easiest dress and smartest dress ever, and you can impress a lot of your friends! Stay tuned for the next post! ~ DIY The Madi Hey DIYers!
Today's DIY DIY DIY Homecoming Suggestions, making this DIY perfect if you want to ask that special someone. I'll be sharing 10 Homecoming Proposal Ideas That You Know DIY! For these, I will not list what materials you need, because as you know, the image says a thousand words (or rather, you can give all instructions!). Let's get started. 1. Milkshake
Homecoming Poster 2. Starbucks Warning, you're extremely hot! Secret message! 3. Donut Homecoming Proposal 4. Cute Picture Collage Poster 5. Candy Suggestion 6. Swimming suggestion (PERFECT IF THE PERSON YOU'RE ASKING FOR IS THE SWIMMING TEAM!) 7. Chick-Fil-A Proposal 8. Sucker ball9. Car Balloon Proposal 10. Frozen
Homecoming Ready! I hope you enjoyed this DIY tutorial on DIY Homecoming Suggestions! Good luck on your homecoming and stay tuned for more DIYs soon! -Madi is DIY A Madi So everyone has EOS lipbalm at school and you're not. Don't worry, you've come to the right place. Now, you can fit into the weight, and wet lips. ♪ Okay, yes, yes ♪ Then don't
talk, Madi. You'll need: A plastic Easter egg or any other spherical-shaped element that can be opened and sealed withVaseline (Vaseline (Vaseline)Plastic WrapAny flavored extract (I prefer vanilla or strawberries) in a bowl (Use a paper bowl if you don't want to clean up the sticky mess!) A microwave! The ff-rrrr-eeeee-zzzzzzz-er (Freezer, in case you
couldn't read that fairly simple word) 1. Take the Vaseline and remove 2-4 scoops, depending on the the egg, then pour a small amount of extract! It goes a little in the direction looooonnnnnnnnggggggggggggggg. (c) article 2 shall www.wikihow.com be replaced by the following: Heat the bowl in the microwave for about 30 seconds at 1:15. Depends on how
hot the microwave gets... (c) article 4 www.wikihow.com shall be replaced by the following: While Vaseline melts in the microwave, open ... So first of all you'll want to print out the two halves of plumbob or green, amber or red, depending on your mood! EDIT: As you pointed out the links have expired, but we've uploaded new images here for you to print ;)I
want to thank killero94 (original: for the original plumbob papercraft printprint design, I just modified it a bit and scaled it up for our purposes. You'll want to print the two halves (one page = one half, just makin clear!) of matte (note, matte paper is not a smoother side you need to print on it, hard to feel, but there it is) or glossy A4 paper, the printer probably
has its own proper settings for each type. When these are printed cut along the outer edges, but also cut out the white hexagon shape and fold them into half diamond/plumbob shapes, be sure to fold these sheets as well. Then put glue on all of these sheets and hold the thing together to make a party. Don't glue the two halves together yet. So first of all
you'll want to print out the two halves of plumbob or green, amber or red, depending on your mood! EDIT: As you pointed out the links have expired, but we've uploaded new images here for you to print ;)I want to thank killero94 (original: for the original plumbob papercraft printprint design, I just modified it a bit and scaled it up for our purposes. You'll want to
print the two halves (one page = one half, just makin clear!) of matte (note, matte paper is not a smoother side you need to print on it, hard to feel, but there it is) or glossy A4 paper, the printer probably has its own proper settings for each type. When these are printed cut along the outer edges, but also cut out the white hexagon shape and fold them into half
diamond/plumbob shapes, be sure to fold these sheets as well. Then put glue on all of these sheets and hold the thing together to make a party. Don't glue the two halves together yet. The Plumbob It appears above the active Sim. Plumbob (sometimes described differently - see below) is a green crystal used in most titles in The Sims series (including the
MySims series) to identify the selected character and to which the player can give commands. It is also used to showcase the mood of playable Sims. The plumbob has become an important symbol of the franchise and is widely recognized by players around the world as one of the game's identities. Many toy cover, logos and special products include pen
sticks in their designs. The Sims[edit | source] In The Sims, the plumbob is a fairly accurate reflection of sim's mood. If the Sim is in a very good mood, there is, plumbob will be a bright, deep green. As the Sim's mood diminishes, the green becomes dimmer until it becomes a kind of neutral color. The Sim will be in a bad mood with a red plumbob, and the red
will be brighter and deeper as the Sim mood gets worse. If the Sim is at a time, the date will be a little blue plumbob (also known as DateBob), which reflects the mood. The deeper the blue, the better their mood. Superstar Sims will have a StarBob appear above their heads, in the form of a solid gold star. The StarBob only appears when inactive and is
replaced by a regular plumbob when the check is turned on by them. Starbob makes it easy to identify which Sims are famous. Plumbob Colors The Sims identifies the mood of the Sim Green Great that's just good. White Neutral Red Unhappy is the terrible The Sims 2 and The Sims Stories [edit | editing source] In The Sims 2, the plumbob is white when the
Sim aspiration bar is platinum, which produces a very high vibe regardless of the Sim motifs. Otherwise, it is bright green if the Sim's mood is high and orange or bright red if it is low. If the atmosphere of Sim is somewhere in between, then a shade of green-yellow reflects the approximate level. Perma-Platinum can be achieved by completing sim's Lifetime
Want if the player is university via Bon Voyage. However, if the player has FreeTime, the lifetime file completion will elevate the aspiration bar to platinum, but will allow it to deflate very slowly. True perma platinum can be achieved by maximizing the lifetime aspiration band. On Nightlife, members of a group on a trip or a date partner will have a little blue
plumbob over their heads, much like The Sims: Hot Date. However, this plumbob does not reflect their mood. At the Open for Business, business employees have a small spherical plumbob over their heads, which can be green, yellow, or red depending on their mood and motives. It's important to watch the color of workers' plumbobs to know when to give
them a break or decide to quit if the motives drop too low. The plumbbobToggle cheat can be used to hide the plumbobs, which can be useful for making movies or snapshots. This fraud, however, does not hide small excursions and worker plumbobs. Plumbob Colors The Sims 2 identifies the mood of Sim White/Platinum Best green green-yellow average
yellow average below Orange Bad Red Horrible The Sims 3 [edit | editing source] The Sims 3, the plumbob green, if all great, yellow if the Sim is not in good mood, and red if the Sim has more and/or strong bad moodlet(s) or low needs. In addition to the plumbob spinning over the active Sim, it also moves up and down slightly. This is most noticeable when
the game is in speed 2 or 3. Plumbob colors in the Sims 3 identify the mood of the Sim Green Great for good. Brownish yellow Not very good red unhappy with the unfortunate (Angry or Angry at the Hot-Heads) Unlike the initial hit, the The color of the Sim icon varies depending on the t, whether it is specifically needed, not their mood level, unless their mood
is lower than their needs. It is the player that actively fulfills the Sim's needs or allows the Sim to independently fulfill them and keep the Sim mood elevated and changing moods. The colors are different from the average of all the necessary bars, from green (Good mood), Yellow (Not too good) to red (Bad mood). The plumbob also has a transparent, glass
like surface, so the user is able to see objects behind it. Sims unorcelled moodlet has a purple glowing plumbob. The Sims 3: Pets (console)[edit | edit source] In The Sims 3: Pets (console), If Sims is in debt to karma, these words appear on the screen: The Almighty Plumbob decides your destiny. If plumbob is in a bad mood, Sims will use random bad karma
power. [confirmation required] If the plumbob is in a good mood, Sims will be spared. [confirmation required] The Sims 4[edit | edit source] In The Sims 4, the color of the plumbob depends on the lowest mood. From green to green, if all is well, yellow and orange. It seems red when the mood is critically low. Plumbob colors in The Sims 4, which identifies the
atmosphere of Sim Green's Big Yellow Good/Average Orange Bad Red Miserable The appearance of plumbob in The Sims 4 has changed with the brand update unveiled in the update on July 16, 2019. However, this did not change the appearance of the plumbob over Sims' head in the game, it was just a brand update. The new plumbob icon, which is
shaded in other ways, is used for items such as the game icon. Lifestate Plumbobs[edit | edit source] Each life is in a state of another plumbob band representing the state of their lives. Controlling device[edit | edit source] In the Sims 2 for PlayStation Portable storyline (events occurring after The Sims 2) the player Sim meets Dr. Dominic Newlow under the
name Dr. Dominion (the antagonist), who has produced a device that can create the Green Diamond to control other Sims, including the player's current Sim. The end of the game breaks the fourth wall as it reveals that the Green Diamond is a mind control device used by an External Force (a nod to the player). During normal gameplay, except for the story,
there doesn't seem to be any plumbob over the Sim played, despite the player's control over them. It seems that the player controls the Sims using plumbob (selected Sims will have a plumbob over their heads and will be verifiable), which became the game mechanics until the revelation of an outside force at the end. When the game ends, the character
talks to Isaac Rossum about the Green Diamond, but in the end agrees that these things in the Outer Force may not be true and that crazy scientists can cause people's brains to blow up. The plumbob once again assumes the role of a mind control device in The Sims 3: Showtime. Players who control a genie can take over the command of the them, causing
a purple plumbob to appear on the targeted Sim for about four hours. Whether this purple plumbob is the source of the genie's control over the Sim, or just a sign indicating the genie's control over them is unclear, but given the plumbob's background as a mind control device, the latter is highly likely. The Sims Social[edit | edit source] In The Sims Social, the
plumbob (on the loading screens it's written on PlumBob) is always green, regardless of the mood the Sim actually has. Variations on Plumbob [edit | editing source] Trivia[edit | editing source] The Spore, sometimes the plumbob appears in the creatures speech bubbles of the tribal, civilization, and space stages as a reference to The Sims series, as both
games are developed by Maxis. Also in Spore, the Galactic Adventures expansion pack adventure editor has a stained glass window effect that clearly has a plumbob on it. In The Sims 3: Island Paradise, when it opens on the Plumbob Island of Isla Paradiso, there is a treasure chest that contains a painting called Evolution of the Plumbob. The painting
apparently shows the development design of plumbob in The Sims via The Sims 3. There is a building called Plumbob Park in SimCity (2013). Spelling differences[edit | edit source] Many spellings of the object's name appear in The Sims series, including games, official sites and pages, and fan pages. For example, PlumbBob in The Sims and Plum Bob in
The Sims 2. SimGuruSarah stated that the spelling used by the development team of The Sims 4 is plumbob, although he notes that other spellings are sometimes used by accident. [1] It is worth noting that this object is named after the plumb bob, a weighted object hanging from a string that is used as a vertical reference line; the real object name is often
written plumb bob or plumb-bob. Geometric information[edit | editing source] Plumbob appears as a hexagonal biamida, making it a dodecaedry. It has 12 isosceles triangles, 18 edge and eight peaks. Gallery[edit | editing source] Creatures Spore discussing sock monkey, plumbbob, and swearing evolution in Plumbob paintingAdd a picture to this gallery
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